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Experienced Pizza Chef who has created several very popular pizza recipes and 
combinations. Adept at running a clean kitchen creating pizzas in a timely manner 
and making sure that the kitchen is properly stocked at all times. Specializes in 
custom and specialty pizzas.

EXPERIENCE

Pizza Cook/Executive
ABC Corporation - MARCH 2015 – JUNE 2015

 Ensure optimal level of sanitation and safety standards in work area 
at all times.

 Monitor and maintain clean working area and cooking surfaces to 
make pizzas.

 Maintain and operate all large volume cooking equipments such as 
grills and deep fryers.

 Evaluate all food requirements and maintain standard level and 
quantity for same at all times.

 Coordinate with customers to take all food and drinks orders and 
ensure appropriate payments from all customers.

 Manage all food order slips and administer all verbal instructions and 
perform all cooking as per instructions.

 Prepare all raw materials required for cooking such as cutting all 
vegetables and preparing dough.

Pizza Cook/Executive 
Pizza Hut - 2010 – 2015

 I am the Lead Cook.I prepare and make pizzas at a fast pace for 
incoming customers.

 Also cook all other food in the restaurant.
 Clean up the whole back of the store at closing time.
 Also keep the buffet filled with pizzas for the day.
 I have impact on the whole store.
 Always having a positive attitude and maintaining upbeat steady 

speed while providing customers their orders.
 Skills Used Customer service, proper food handling, cleanliness, team 

work (always willing to help out my team members complete their 
task if needed)..

EDUCATION

 Diploma
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SKILLS

Retail, pizza cook, pizza dough,cutting and serving pizza slices .
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